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lifesign home is an inclusive astrology software product which makes a holistic analysis of
persons birth chart. this vedic astrology software helps you know everything concerning the
course of your life including birth star significances, planetary influences, dasas, yogas etc. it
also helps to know about your immediate future and favourable and unfavourable periods of
life. lifesign home generates detailed horoscope reports as well as feature specific reports

which you can use as per your requirements. the software that helps you generate a total of 10
detailed reports can serve you as a guide in matters concerning your career, wealth, health,

marriage etc. mr p.v.ravindran has been primarily responsible for designing and developing the
entire range of astrology based products with a perfect blend of traditional astrology with the
latest technologies.he is an engineering graduate from iit, madras. he started his career with

the indian aluminum company and subsequently went on to work as a consultant and manager
in many multinational companies is kenya,syria and nigeria. astro-vision is an organization with
a global vision. it is a team moulded in elite work culture with visionary people to lead from the
front. the management faculty of organization houses people with global exposure experienced

in executing intricate projects. they always maintain a friendly and spirited ambience, letting
members stay motivated and excel with their skills. they have been ushering the organization
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since its inception and their strategic moves have raised the status, positioning the brand as a
trusted companion of millions. the successful journey of astro-vision is always powered by the

guidance and motivation of these people at the helm.
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